
Exam 2 on MAR. 02. 2020 - Physics 105 - R. Schad

PRINT YOUR NAME

Last

CWID

Scantron:

First

• use a PENCIL [NOT pen]
• bubble in:

LAST name, FIRST name
CWID

Incorrectly bubbled names or C WID will lead to a deduction of 5% points.

Mark your answers also on the question sheet
Show your work, [using equations, math and, if you wish, English language)!
Otherwise the exam will be counted as zero.

Cellphones and other unapproved electronic devices must be turned completely off

and placed with all other belongings on the floor. All watches must be put away.

Do not put your phone or watch in your lap or on your chair or desk. Physically holding

or concealing or otherwise using your cell phone, smart watch, or any other unapproved

electronic device during the exam will be treated as academic misconduct.

If for any reason you must have access to your phone during an exam,

an instructor or proctor must be present while you handle it. Failure to have an

instructor or proctor present will be treated as academic misconduct.

If, during the exam, a student is suspected of academically suspicious behavior and refuses to cooperate

with instructions given by the teacher, that exam will be given a grade of I = Incomplete.



This is to identify the exam version you have — IMPORTANT
Mark the A

2. This is to identify the exam version you have — IMPORTANT
Mark the B

3. A 1.5-kg rock is flying [zero gravity) with
initial y:velocityv = -3 m/s.
Then a force in the x-direction is acting on it as

shown as a function of time.
At which point in time of the flight is the net [totall
velocity equal 5 m/s?

A Is

D)4s
E) None of these

50
4. A hockey puck slides on an ice rink at I m/s, until it

slides onto a carpet that someone left on the ice.

4

0
2

-4

-8

The puck comes to rest after moving I m on the carpet. How far along the carpet would

the puck go, if its initial speed was 2 m/s?

1.5m
2.

3. 3m
4.

[0

5. Impossible to determine.



5. [gravity is present; ignore air drag]

A ball is thrown at 30 degrees above the horizontal with 10 m/s initial velocity;
soon after it will reach a maximum height.
At the highest point its energy will be part kinetic and part potential energy;
the split will be

A) 50% KE ; 50%

75% KE ; 25%

C) 25% KE ;

D) 33% KE ; 67%

E) None of these

6. Two pucks are pushed starting from rest on an air table. Friction is negligible.
The puck # 2 has twice the mass of the one that is labeled #1.
They are pushed by equal forces F for the same time.
If #2 gained a speed of I m/s,
#1 would have which speed?

A) €2 m/s

B) 2 m/s

C) h m/s
D) 1/{2 m/s

E) I m/s 2m



7. A sledge loaded with bricks has a total mass of 17 kg and is pulled at cortAfMit op€•cd by
a rope. "Ihe rope provides a force of 200 N and is inclined at above the horizontal,
The sledge moves with 'l m/ s on a horizontal surface.
The power provided by the force is:

?ccv//
A) 666 W

B) 800 w

C) 566 w

D) 200 W 200& c/

E) None of these

8. Two pucks are pushed starting from rest on an air table. Friction is negligible.
They are pushed by equal forces F till they have the same momentum
The puck # 2 has mass = 2 kg; has I kg mass..
If #1 gained a speed of I m/s,
#2 would have which kinetic energy?

A) None of these

#2
2m

9. An object 1m = 50 gl slides down an incline [unknown vertical height) without friction,
then continues horizontally across a I m long patch with friction [g z: 0.21 and
finally hits a spring [spring constant k = 100 N/ml and compresses it by 30 cm.
What was the vertical height of the incline?

a) 9.2 m

b) 90m
c) 9.4 m

d) 10m
e) none of these



10. A force acting on a 10 kg mass, initially at rest, is time-dependent as in:
F(t) = 2 t-2N
At time t = 10 s, the momentum of the mass would be:

A) 18kgm/s
B) 20 kg m/s
C) 180 kg m/s
D) None of these
E) 80 kg

77
11. On a level road. the maximum speed with which you can drive a car [m = 2000 kgl

through a curve without sliding is 20 m/s.
What is the radius of the curve?

Coefficient of friction is = 1.

6) 40.8m
b) 2.04m
c) 32.7 km
d) 20.4m
e) None of these



12. A mass nt on a string of length t is swirled around on a circular path.
Ino gravity ptvsentl,

speed with which you swirl the mass around
tvquitx•s you to pull with 2()N on the string.
Now yu do it with
same mass. same string length. and
twice the speed
Now you have to pull on the string with:

b) ION
c) 20N

e) SON

13. You release a stone from a 10 m tall building.
It wilt finally hit ground with Vnnal.
At which height [tneasured from groundlwill it have of its final kinetic energy?

A) to m

B) 7.5 m

C) 5m
D) 2.5 m

E) None of these

14. An object slides down an incline 13 m vertical height) without friction,

then continues horizontally across a I m long patch with friction 0.21 and

finally hits a spring (spring constant k = 100 N/ml and compresses it by 30 cm.

lhe original potential energy compares to the final potential energy Uspting as:

a) UGtavtty = Uspnng
b) U(itavtty Uspnng

C) UGraVity USpnng

d) Impossible to determine



15. [the ground Nevel and air drag is to be neglected)
Three bålls are thrown off a building
#1 just dropped;
#2 with a horizontal initial velocity of 20 m/s.
#3 with an initial velocity of 20 m/s 45 degrees above horizontal.
The kinetic energies of the 3 balls upon hitting ground rank as:

1.

2.

3.

4. < K2<K3

5. < K2>K3

16. The diagram below depicts the paths of two colliding steel balls, P and Q.

p

Which set of best represents the direction of the change in momentum of each

ball?
(A) (B) (C) (D) (E)

p

P Q



17. A 1.2-kg object moving With a speed oi SO tn/s collides perpendicularly with a walt
and emerges with a of 0.0 m/s in the opp€xsite direction. If the object is in contact
with the watt for 2.0 ms (milti seconds s).
what is the magnitude of the average forvx• on the object by the watt?

1. 9.S

S.4 kN
3.
4. 9.1 kN

5. None of these

67



velocity
acceleration
gravitational acceleration

Kinematics
( I -dimensional)

Projectile Motion

(2-dimensional)

Newton's Law

Friction

Radial Force for circular motion

Hooke's Law (spring force)

Conservation of Energy

Energy

Work

Power

momentum

conservation of momentum

impulse (change of momentum)

Radial Force

Hooke's Law (spring force)

quadratic equation x + PX + q

v = dx/dt

a = dv/dt

a = g = 9.8 m/s downwards

vxf = vxi

2

Vyr=: + • t

Vyf = + YD
2

F=m•a
- F21 [action / reaction in opposite

directions]

Ffrtcuon = FN

Frad,al = mv-/r

spong

K, + U. + Wtn/out =

Kinetik (linear):

Potential (gravity):

Potential (spring):

W = JFdx

Ap = Fdt

Frad,al = mv (D

sprtng

Kl,n = mv

Ug = mg h

= -p/2 ± (p /4 - q) tn


